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COOLBAUGH TOWNSHIP BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
WORK SESSION MINUTES 

October 18, 2022 

The work session was called to order by Chairman William Weimer at 6:00pm in the Coolbaugh Township 

Municipal Center located at 5520 Municipal Drive, Tobyhanna, PA. 

 

Board Members present: 

William Weimer, Clare Colgan, Lynn Kelly and Alma I. Ruiz-Smith   

Board Members absent: 

Joseph Rogan  

Staff present: 

Patrick Armstrong, Solicitor, Erin Masker, Township Secretary Meredith Thomspon, Business Manager, 

Thomas Rohan, Codes/Zoning Officer, and Clinton Oddy, Code Enforcement Officer  

Staff absent: 

            None 

 

1. Discussion on Proposed Zoning Ordinance Amendment to Allow for Mixed Uses 

Solicitor Armstrong stated that the Board had a conversation with the property owner, Lehigh Valley 

Underground about their request for changes to the current ordinance which would include revisions to multi-

family zoning and mixed-use text amendment in the zoning ordinance. The applicant would like to request that 

the following changes be considered: multi-family dwelling request to increase the density from six to twelve for 

apartments, maximum number of dwelling units per building from 10 to 40, increase maximum building height for 

townhouses 35’, garden apartments 35’ and 50’ for regular apartments as well as the option to have septic 

provided by an on-lot community system or central sewer be included. Solicitor Armstrong said a text 

amendment to the zoning ordinance is proposed which would allow nonresidential uses together with residential 

uses stating that there is usually a provision which outlines the percentage of what would be allowed. He stated 

that he spoke with the applicants attorney and stated that they are aware that he is looking for the Board to 

weigh in and advise if you are in favor of moving forward with this, direction on the density and building heights 

that they are requesting and authorization to send them a professional services agreement so that the township 

is reimbursed for any time that he works on the agreement as well as the township engineer.  

• Discussion: Mr. Weimer stated that they are essentially looking to put a strip mall on the bottom with 

apartments on top with Solicitor Armstrong stated that would be correct. Ms. Ruiz-Smith stated that this is 

common in Stroudsburg, and that her question would this be a permitted use on the property, being 

advised that this would be a text amendment to the multi-family use, this would be specific to any zoning 

districts where the multi-family use is permitted. Mr. Weimer stated that we have apartments on Main 

Street that are non-conforming and stated that there is a certain amount of acreage necessary. This is just 

an outdated ordinance that we need to consider changing in order to provide viable growth in the 

township instead of warehouses. Ms. Ruiz-Smith stated that she is not opposed to the apartments above 

the commercial, asking if we can determine what kind of businesses would be allowed, being advised that 

we could add items such as retail/restaurant when we get to that part. We are currently only discussing 

the number of dwelling units (10 to 40), and density of dwelling units per acre (6 to 12) and the height of 

the buildings. Ms. Kelly stated that she is not interested in the height increase to 50’, stating that she 

would also like information on similar apartments in the area as far as the density that they propose. She 

asked if we could put restrictions on the uses that are allowed based on the uses that are already 

permitted, essentially narrowing it down based on those, being advised that is correct. Ms. Kelly stated 

that section D needs to be reviewed as it doesn’t flow correctly & letter G needs to be reviewed and 

clarified as it relates to sewer stating that the sewer service area is small, and this section isn’t making 
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sense. Ms. Ruiz-Smith stated that she doesn’t have an issue with the building height as long as our fire 

company can handle it, stating that she has more concerns with the number of vehicles that could 

potentially be there between the apartments and commercial businesses. Mr. Weimer stated that the 

Township Engineer would weigh in with the traffic studies to determine the flow of traffic, number of 

spots and information like that. Mr. Weimer stated that he is in between on changing the height with Ms. 

Kelly stating that whatever we do we need to make sure that we are consistent throughout the township. 

Mr. Weimer stated that he would like to see what the changes would look like. Ms. Kelly stated that we 

have discussed a steering committee and we should revisit that in order to get the input from the 

residents that are in the area. Discussions continued with the Board agreeing to Solicitor Armstrong 

sending the Professional Service Agreement and let him know that the Board agrees to looking at this 

more. Mr. Weimer stated that he is in favor of updating the ordinance. 

 

2. Discussion on Wastewater Treatment Plant Rate Increase 

Mr. Weimer stated that the rates were last increased in 2010, stating that we all know that everything has gone 

up. Ms. Thompson provided the Board with the ordinance, the letter that was sent out in 2010 and the rate 

comparison for discussion which includes current rates for Wastewater fees for other companies. Ms. Ruiz-Smith 

stated that the current ordinance states that the commercial customers pay based on the number of employees 

and asked if we took a poll of the number of employees for the EDU distribution asking if they are paying in 

accordance with that number and if we have audited our customers. Ms. Thompson stated that was part of the 

initiative that was done a year ago to determine that number of EDU’s we have, stating that is except for Walmart 

which has over-purchased EDU’s due to their turnover. Ms. Ruiz-Smith stated that Mr. Keane has been working 

for a while to determine the number of people that are in the Mountain Center building every business day, Ms. 

Thompson stated that she would speak to Mr. Keane about that, stating that we have very few commercial users. 

She stated that most of our users are multi-family units which is something we can monitor through the zoning 

process. Mr. Weimer reviewed the profit and loss for the WWTP.  

**Meeting recessed for the Public Hearing from 6:30pm-6:35pm. ** 

Mr. Weimer reviewed the proposed increases which would range from 10-20%, with the Board agreeing that they 

are not in favor of a huge increase, they would like the smaller incremental change which would be across the 

Board. This would be a change to the ordinance and adding the rates to the fee schedule with the ordinance 

stating that the rates are in accordance with the fee schedule. Ms. Kelly stated that there are some DEP changes 

that are required in the ordinance as there have been changes to the regulations that should be included. Ms. 

Thompson will work with WWTP Engineer, Dave Kavitski and Solicitor Armstrong so that the amendment could 

encompass the changes. Ms. Ruiz-Smith asked if we need to go to the PUC for the changes that we are 

discussing being advised that your system services the township and no one outside of it, therefore you do not 

have to. Solicitor Armstrong stated that the only thing he suggested to Ms. Thompson was a rate study but stated 

that he is not concerned with it in this case as the increase it is not going to come close to breaking even.  Ms. 

Kelly stated that she would like a graduated increase across the board but would like the specifics as per the DEP 

to be included for warehouses. Ms. Thomspon stated this is the first time the Board is seeing this proposed 

increase stating that we are not at a point to break even with the increase and stated that the initial increase 

would be combined with the potential of a future increased user base to move toward achieving the operational 

number. She stated that it is being measured out in a couple different stages for the system to be sustained by 

the rates collected; stating that she thinks this is a good first step with the increase and updating the ordinance. 

The Board agreed that they are in agreement with an incremental increase, Ms. Ruiz-Smith asked if this would go 

into effect for January 2023, being advised if it is possible, then yes.  

 

3. Public Input  
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M. Peterson Stillwater Estates POA stated they are appreciative of the STR ordinance stating that he knows 

that the Board is considering changes to it, asking that the septic system section be reviewed and consider 

precluding alternate systems from the ordinance. He stated that we have greenspace and high-quality 

waterways, stating that so as not to pick on one property, he respectfully asks that the Board consider this 

request for the ordinance. He also stated that their community is split between Coolbaugh and Tobyhanna 

Township, stating that they are applying for an LSA grant and stated that he would like the Board to 

consider a letter of support for their project. Mr. Weimer asked that he get the information to Ms. Masker to 

get it on an agenda. He also asked that Mr. Rohan get with the Township SEO on the alternate septic 

system comment for the Short-Term Rental Ordinance.  

 

J. Miller asked the Board if they received the letter from Fair Shake Environmental Services, Attorney Jennifer 

Clark, being advised that they did. He thanked the Board for their time and consideration and stated if they 

have any questions, to reach out.   

 

Work Session ended at 6:49pm  


